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When Robert Rauschenberg found his studio space at the southern tip of Manhattan in
April 1953, he appeared to be in full flight from complexity. He had just returned from
some nine months traveling in Italy and North Africa, with and without the company of
Cy Twombly, on whom he had been uncomfortably dependent for funds. The principal
artistic output from his adventures abroad consisted of intricate, emblemlike constructions
—some hanging, some enclosed in boxes—composed of small found objects chosen,
in his words, “for either of two reasons: the richness of their past: like bone, hair, faded
cloth and photos, broken fixtures, feathers, sticks, rocks, string, and rope; or for their vivid
abstract reality: like mirrors, bells, watch parts, bugs, fringe, pearls, glass, and shells.”
Rauschenberg’s term for the resulting combinations—Scatole e Feticci Personali (Personal
Boxes and Fetishes)—evokes fabulous forms of fiction. One piece, built on the skull of a
bird, he described as “decorated in a rich false history”; one made of mirrors, he wrote,
conjures “visual infinity”; in another, “totems hang pretentiously boasting of their
fictitious past.”1 Having cared enough to secure exhibitions for his Scatole e Feticci
Personali in Rome and then Florence, Rauschenberg nevertheless concluded his Old
World sojourn by throwing the bulk of them into the River Arno.
Once established in his Fulton Street loft, he took up where he had left off while
in residence at Black Mountain College during the summer of 1952—that is, effacing
newspaper pages by soaking them in black oil and enamel paint before affixing them
untidily onto stretched canvas, as in the circa 1951 Untitled [small vertical black painting]
(fig. 1). The black paintings had been shadowed from the start by the considerable distress
of his failing marriage to Susan Weil and estrangement from his son, Christopher.
Charles Olson wrote to fellow poet Robert Creeley about an incident—shortly after
Weil abruptly terminated a visit to Black Mountain—when Rauschenberg swam into the
middle of the campus lake, alarmingly resisting Twombly’s soothing entreaties that he
return to shore. “He is in the black, just now,” Olson continued, “his marriage smashing,
probably over the affair with Twombly, his contract with his gallery not renewed, and—
I’d also bet as an added hidden factor—the terrible pressure on him of the clear genius of
this lad,Twombly, the success of his year and the total defeat of Bob’s.”2
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The fate of one particular canvas
beneath a new Fulton Street black
painting suggests similar disquiet. This
support offered no tabula rasa but had
instead been a prescient and fully realized
work from 1951, one that has come down
to us with the title Should Love Come
First?—the name taken from a roughly
circular clipping of a headline, rendered in
the free-form “modern” graphics of
contemporary popular magazines, that
Robert Rauschenberg, Should Love Come First?, c. 1951
Oil, printed paper, and graphite on canvas, 241⁄4 x 30 inches
reads: “My problem … should love come
No longer extant. Photo: Aaron Siskind
first?”3 The rich montage of themes and
materials of this 1951 work now offended Rauschenberg’s regard to the point that, while
at Fulton Street, he entirely obliterated its surface with newsprint and heavy black
pigment—an action much like his tossing the resonant Scatole e Feticci Personali over a
Florentine bridge a few months before. Only vestiges of his former phase remained: the
loose assemblage Soles (fig. 6), with its fragment of Roman fresco, retains in 1953
something of the composite character of the work he was otherwise so dramatically
rejecting. (His famous Erased de Kooning Drawing of the same year lent the effacement
of complexity its consummate symbol.)
Twombly shared the Fulton Street studio with Rauschenberg, and his parallel
efforts to reckon with where he had been and where he was going yielded a resonant
and challenging series of sculptures. From pieces of scrap timber, chunks of palm trunk,
and the homely handcraft of reed pipes, wooden spoons, and palm-frond fans,Twombly
conjured in the Fulton Street space an unexpected monumentality that defies the
sculptures’ unassertive size. Their combination of the everyday and the uncanny looks
back to Rauschenberg’s talismanic Italian objects, but their finishing touch—a coat of
loosely applied white gesso—encases each piece in stately, mummified silence, a masking
redolent of ritual and secrecy.4
Rauschenberg’s Untitled [small white lead painting] (fig. 5), executed circa 1953,
condenses Twombly’s rhetoric of bleached hermeticism into a nearly self-sufficient
statement—and an antidote to the variegated surfaces of the last black paintings, some of

which feature only newspaper sheets printed
before Rauschenberg’s and Twombly’s
departure for Italy in 1952. Not only is its
uniform material densely compact, it is limited
to a single element: lead, the oxidation of
which supplies the work’s white opacity.
Rauschenberg chose the term “elemental” to
designate the new sculptures he exhibited that
same year, 1953, in a two-person exhibition
with Twombly, at Eleanor Ward’s Stable
Gallery. (The two of them cleaned out the
building’s basement to make a space for
themselves to show.)
Rauschenberg’s sculptures evoke a
Robert Rauschenberg, detail from Untitled, 1954
certain relationship to the substrates of
(see fig. 10)
Twombly’s whitened constructions and to the
heterogeneity of his own earlier Scatole e Feticci Personali, but these Elemental Sculptures
present their homely components—bits of wood, twine, and ironmongery—in the
plainest, most unadorned fashion, with no added element to disguise or unify them.
Rauschenberg’s emphasis on the irreducible character of each of his found sculptural
components had its planar counterpart in an internally undifferentiated, monochromatic
work titled Pink Clay Painting (To Pete), from 1953. Untitled (Gold Painting) (fig. 4), likewise
dated to 1953, provides an abundance of visual variety, but, in its choice of gold leaf,
foregrounds the metal prized for its incorruptibility, that is, its imperviousness to chemical
combination with any other element in the periodic table. The Automobile Tire Print,
which Rauschenberg made in 1953 on Fulton Street with the aid of neighbor John
Cage’s ancient Ford truck, similarly takes a singular gesture nearly as far as it was
technically possible to do.
By the end of 1953,Twombly found himself conscripted into the military and
shared the Fulton Street space only intermittently while serving at bases in the South.
During that interval the affective bond that took over between Rauschenberg and Jasper
Johns would become one of the most celebrated, if most discreet, relationships in modern
art history. In 1954, Johns fashioned for their friend Rachel Rosenthal an untitled

sculpture, a six-pointed star composed of two interlocking equilateral triangles uniformly
coated in white house paint and encaustic. With its homely materials and rough
application of white pigment, there is no mistaking the family resemblance of Johns’s star
to Twombly’s sculptures. At the same time, Johns’s use of a strictly symmetrical geometry,
foreign to Twombly’s sculptural effects of fortuitous juxtaposition, points directly toward
his subsequent flags and targets, the foundation of his later fame.
The layer of waxen encaustic that smothers this work, while largely steering
clear of sepulchral white, effectively takes over the business of wrapping, obscuring, and
erasing with which Rauschenberg had been treating his self-revelatory impulses.5
Conversely, signaled by a 1954 work like Elaine’s Party (fig. 11), Rauschenberg’s black
curtains part, and all the allusive possibilities of newsprint and its associated found
objects reveal themselves. The Combines emerge from this moment, like longsuppressed spirits, in fully realized incarnations. This fresh new work, in its use of found
objects, in its breezy vernacular quotations, improvised appearance, indifference to
consistency of medium, and layers of internal complication, takes up exactly where
Should Love Come First? had so abruptly left off.
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1. Untitled [small vertical black painting], c. 1951
Oil and newspaper on canvas
241⁄8 x 1715⁄16 inches
Collection of Mary and John Pappajohn
2. Untitled, c. 1952
Paint and newspaper on primed cotton duck
551⁄8 x 363⁄4 inches
Collection Fondazione Nicola Del Roscio
Courtesy Gagosian Gallery
3. Untitled (Gold Painting), c. 1953
Gold and silver leaf on fabric, newspaper, paint,
wood, paper, glue, and nails on wood in
wood-and-glass frame
101⁄2 x 111⁄2 x 13⁄8 inches
Robert Rauschenberg Foundation
4, opposite. Untitled (Gold Painting), c. 1953
Gold leaf and collage on fabric
163⁄4 x 161⁄2 x 33⁄4 inches
Private collection
5. Untitled [small white lead painting], c. 1953
Oil on canvas
10 x 8 inches
The Sonnabend Collection and Antonio Homem
6. Soles, 1953
Assemblage: painted wood box containing
six objects (three dirt balls, stone, polished blue
stone, and Roman fresco fragment), individually
wrapped in fabric and string
41⁄2 x 17 x 3 inches
Collection of Jasper Johns
7. Untitled (Elemental Sculpture), c. 1953
Assemblage: wood box with metal screw eye,
twine, and tethered stone
21⁄2 x 41⁄4 x 31⁄2 inches
The Sonnabend Collection and Nina Sundell
8. Untitled (Elemental Sculpture), c. 1953
Wooden block and iron spike
107⁄8 x 31⁄8 x 27⁄8 inches
Robert Rauschenberg Foundation

9. Music Box (Elemental Sculpture), c. 1955
Wood crate with traces of metallic paint, nails,
three unattached stones, and feathers
11 x 71⁄2 x 91⁄4 inches
Collection of Jasper Johns
Rauschenberg made Music Box (Elemental Sculpture),
c. 1953, most likely in his Fulton Street studio.
The present location of that work is unknown.
This second version is dated by the owner to c. 1955
10. Untitled, 1954
Combine: oil, metallic paint, fabric, newspaper,
pencil, printed reproductions, paper, gelatin silver
photographs, glue, nails, hair, and glass on canvas
161⁄8 x 18 inches
Collection of Jasper Johns
11. Elaine’s Party, 1954
Combine: oil, newspaper, rubber balloon
and string in plastic box on wood
7 x 131⁄8 inches
Collection of Jasper Johns
12. Untitled, 1954
Combine: oil, newspaper, and printed
reproduction on canvas
115⁄8 x 133⁄4 inches
Private collection
13. Untitled, 1954
Combine: oil, paper, fabric, and dried grass
on wooden box
151⁄4 x 151⁄4 x 21⁄8 inches
Collection of Marguerite Steed Hoffman
14, frontispiece. Untitled, 1954
Combine: oil, paper, fabric, newspaper, and printed
reproduction on fabric with novelty light bulb
271⁄2 x 21 x 43⁄4 inches
Private collection
15. Will, 1955
Combine: oil, enamel, newspaper, and fabric
collage on canvas
131⁄4 x 137⁄8 inches
Private collection
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